
Exclusive villa located in the secured urbanisation "Can Furnet"
near Ibiza town

Price: 4.500.000 €

GENERAL INFORMATION

Category: Villas, Luxury Houses
Location: Santa Eulària des Riu Area: Can Furnet
N. Bedroom: 5 N. Bathroom: 5
M2 Property: 858 M2 Inside: 323m2

DESCRIPTION

Welcome to this exclusive villa, situated in the highly secure urbanisation of "Can Furnet,"
conveniently located near Ibiza town. This magnificent property offers a serene sanctuary with
stunning 360-degree mountain views, designed to provide the ultimate relaxation experience.

With an open floor plan, the villa spans a total area of 323.66 m², carefully crafted using premium
materials to evoke a sense of comfort and luxury. The attention to detail is evident in every aspect
of the construction, ensuring a truly exceptional living environment.

The villa comprises 5 bedrooms and 5 bathrooms, offering ample space for residents and guests
alike. The basement area, covering 187.87 m², adds versatility to the property, presenting various
options for use.

Embrace the Ibiza lifestyle by enjoying the pool area, spanning 34.96 m², perfect for refreshing dips
and soaking in the Mediterranean sun. Delight in the harmonious connection between indoor and
outdoor living, as the villa features 148.40 m² of uncovered terraces and 81.06 m² of covered
terraces, providing inviting spaces for relaxation and al fresco dining.

Scheduled for completion by the end of 2022, the property offers the exciting opportunity for the
potential buyer to furnish the -1 floor themselves, following the layout plan provided by the interior
architect. This personal touch allows the future owner to tailor the space to their preferences and
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lifestyle.

Located in the enchanting municipality of Santa Eulalia, in Santa Eulària des Riu, this villa
epitomizes the essence of luxury living in Ibiza. Revel in the privacy and security of the prestigious
Can Furnet urbanisation, while being conveniently close to the vibrant energy of Ibiza town.

In summary, this exclusive villa presents a rare chance to own a meticulously designed property
with breathtaking views and luxurious amenities, offering the perfect retreat for indulging in the
beauty and tranquility of Ibiza.
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